PX-S1100

PX-S3100

A Musical Space All to Yourself

A Palette of Musical Colors to Explore

BK

BK

WE
Full-dot LCD with Backlight

Pitch Bend Wheel

RD
•Dimensions* (W×D×H) : 1,322 x 232 x 102 mm / 1,324 x 366 x 740 mm (with optional stand CS-68PBK / 68PWE) •Weight: [PX-S1100] 11.2 kg (without batteries) / 22.3 kg
(with optional stand CS-68PBK / 68PWE, without batteries) [PX-S3100] 11.4 kg (without batteries) / 22.5 kg (with optional stand CS-68PBK / 68PWE, without batteries)
•Included Accessories: Wireless MIDI & Audio Adaptor (WU-BT10), Pedal (SP-3), Music Stand, AC Adaptor (AD-A12150LW)
* Excluding projections.

Optional Accessories
Stand

Wireless MIDI &
Audio Adaptor

Carrying Case

SC-800P
CS-68PBK

WU-BT10

CS-68PWE

(Included)

Pedal

Add in battery power and the carrying case, and you have the
ultimate portable digital piano.

AC Adaptor

Headphones

Bench
•CB-30BK
•CB-7BK
•CB-7BN

SP-34

SP-20

SP-3
(Included)

EAN code

AD-A12150LW
(Included)

CP-16

•CB-7WE

PX-S1100BK

PX-S1100WE

PX-S1100RD

PX-S3100BK

4971850362623

4971850362630

4971850362647

4971850362654

• The Bluetooth® word mark and logo are registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and are used by Casio Computer Co. under license.
• With a Bluetooth connection, your communication environment or the capabilities of your smart device can cause noticeable communication delay or sound distortion when using the app’s lesson function.
• Designs and specifications are subject to change without notice.
• Displays shown in this catalog are photographic images.
• All photographs showing products on stands are for presentation purposes only.
• This catalog is current as of July 2021.

Scan for more product details.

SOUND & TOUCH
Captures Even More Beautifully
the Sound of a Grand Piano
A grand piano's large body and complex structure create a range of resonances that
give it a rich, detailed and unique sound. Casio's original Multi-dimensional Morphing
AiR Sound Source accurately generates the unique resonances of a grand piano. The
Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 delivers a vivid, harmonically rich sound thanks to the dense

A Musical Space All to Yourself

overtones of each individual string for all 88 keys tuned for its unique speaker system.
The expressive changes in timbre created by the instrument's response to key velocity

Color your favorite space with music from your fingertips.
The Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 brings your room to life
with sound.
An evolution in design, sound and ease of use for an
exceptional performance experience.
Express yourself freely through your playing.

and temporal change are finely controlled, giving you the freedom to truly express
yourself in all styles of playing, from soft and nuanced to dynamic and powerful.

A Speaker System that Brings Your Performance to Life
The speaker system of the Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 features a strengthened
diaphragm for a cleaner, richer high end and an improved inner structure design for

DESIGN

a more dynamic low end. The result is a well-balanced sound with a strong sense of
presence and localization that captures every nuance of your performance.

The World's Slimmest*
Digital Piano for Any Space

The Delicate, Expressive Touch of a Grand Piano

A key feature of the Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 is its slim

Casio’s Smart Scaled Hammer Action Keyboard, the action mechanism of which

body. It is the world's slimmest* 88-key digital piano

has been reduced in size to fit into the slim body, produces the feel and weight of

with hammer action. With a depth of just 232 mm, it fits

a grand piano. Each of the 88 keys has its own weighted feel and timing for sound

in your living room, bedroom or elsewhere for a living

production and dampening, enhancing the feeling of playing a grand piano.

space filled with music.
*In terms of depth among digital pianos with 88 hammer-action keys and built-in
speaker, Casio survey as of July 2021.

Digital Piano AR Simulation
Check sizes and colors at home!

EXPERIENCE
Let the Music Play on with Bluetooth® Audio

Sophisticated, Minimalist Design

Bluetooth® Audio connectivity makes it easy to use the speaker
system of the Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 as a wireless speaker

The minimalist design and flat, mirror-like top panel with touch controls

for your smartphone, tablet or other Bluetooth® Audio enabled

offer a sophisticated look. The striking gold logo on the surface of the body

device. Switch on the Surround effect for true room-filling sound.

adds an extra touch of elegance.

And because you can play the Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 at the
same time, you can play along live with your favorite songs.

Three Color Variations to Suit Your Own Style
The stylish one-tone color is designed to blend into any room, or serve as

Wireless Control
Select Tones and Change Settings from Your Smart Device

a tasteful accent. The Privia PX-S1100 is available in three color variations:

The Privia PX-S1100/PX-S3100 can be controlled wirelessly from

black, white, and red. The black and white colors blend in well with interiors,

your smartphone or tablet using the free Chordana Play for Piano

while the red can be used to provide a bold color accent. Choose your

app. Change settings such as tone, touch response, resonance

favorite color and match it to your room and interior style.

and metronome, and select songs from the built-in music library.

Chordana Play for Piano

